Leadership Through the COVID-19 Pandemic
Business Resilience Is The New Norm
Learn more at: www.eliassen.com/risk-management-business-optimization
With the first wave of the COVID-19 virus rapidly passing through
the world, organizations have started to execute response plans in
ways they had not anticipated or tested at this scale before.
As we move into the next phase of the pandemic and global
economic crisis, organizations are looking at ways to enhance and
improve response plans and create more resilient organizations.
From ensuring the stability and availability of core systems, to
supply chain, HR, and third-party vendor strategies, organizations
are working at a rapid pace to properly outfit a work-from-home /
mobile team environment

How We Can Help
Eliassen Group has proven risk management and
business optimization leaders with deep industry
expertise who bring a unique perspective that help
our clients implement practical, sustainable,
and agile solutions.

Our offerings enable us to quickly deploy
teams and accelerators to:
• Review BCP/DR Plans

To prepare for a potential next wave, these are the
questions that companies are asking themselves:

• Execute business impact assessment

• What gaps exist in our current plans, and what new scenarios
do we need to consider as we rebound from the crisis?

• Develop and execute workforce sustainability 		
plans leveraging our proprietary Business Process 		
Execution assessment toolkit

• What level of Crisis Management support will be needed to 		
support uncertainties that exist in the recovery plan and timeline?
• Have we created work environments that enable our employees
to perform their work effectively and efficiently?
• Have we considered the risks associated with the new remote
work environment?

• Assess current and emerging threats

• Support ongoing sustainability for key 			
business operations
• Enhance communication and organization 		
change plans
• Assess and prioritize project portfolios

• What policies need to change across our business and operations
to ensure the health and safety of our employees and customers?

• Manage key initiatives

• How will leadership roles shift and adapt to support the business
and our people?

• Develop, refresh, and deploy training across internal
and external stakeholder

• Are communication plans effective and sustainable?

• Enable on-going work from home and return to 		
office programs

• With shrinking budgets, how do we prioritize investments, 		
including new investments, to mitigate ongoing disruptions?

• Document and/or enhance procedures and controls

• Do we have the right capabilities and competencies to sustain
our operations and response plans?

About Eliassen Group:
Eliassen Group delivers strategic consulting and talent solutions that fuel your innovation and business results. We partner with
you to marry your business objectives with our expertise, empowering your company to execute business strategy and scale your
business effectively and efficiently.

www.eliassen.com

